Imaging of LED arrays for BLSS.
Arrays of light-emitting diodes (LEDS) are being used in life science plant flight experiments and show promise for use in Bioregenerative Life Support Systems (BLSS). However, the small volume available for the systems and the short distances from the LED array necessary in these applications create several unique problems. The discrete LEDS are small and the spacing between the lamps results in significant irradiance variation on surfaces near the array. These irradiance variations make it difficult to use traditional hand-held sensors to measure light levels under the array accurately. The usefulness of rear projection video camera imaging is investigated for the analysis of uniformity of irradiance from an LED array. Irradiance measurements were taken at a high mounting height from the array using both a 400-700-nm quantum sensor and a video camera. Additionally, video images were recorded at different mounting heights from the array. The rear projection imaging technique was suitable for analyzing the irradiance from LED arrays. Comparison of the readings from the video image and the sensor suggests that there is a nonlinear relationship between video image reading and sensor value (R(2) = 0.884). These data also show that the average photosynthetically active radiation level (PAR) does not change as mounting height varies, but that the spatial uniformity of the PAR does increase as mounting height increases. These results are consistent with geometrical analyses of the system.